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Abstract: Continuous fiber reinforced thermoplastics (cFRTP) are one of the most promising lightweight
materials. For their use in structural components, reproducible and comparable material values have
to be evaluated, especially at high strain rates. Due to their high stiffness and outstanding strength
properties, the evaluation of the material behavior at high strain rates is complex. In the presented
work, a new tensile specimen geometry for strain rate testing is virtually optimized using a metamodel
approach with an artificial neural network. The final specimen design is experimentally validated and
compared with rectangular specimen results for a carbon fiber reinforced polycarbonate (CF-PC). The
optimized specimen geometry leads to 100% valid test results in experimental validation of cross-ply
laminates and reaches 9% higher tensile strength values than the rectangle geometry with applied
end tabs at a strain rate of 40 s−1. Through the optimization, comparable material parameters can be
efficiently generated for a successful cFRTP strain rate characterization.

Keywords: thermoplastic composites; tensile testing; strain rate; short-term dynamic; continuous
fiber reinforced; geometry optimization; metamodel

1. Introduction

Lightweight construction is a key technology in the development of efficient and
environmentally sustainable products. Continuous fiber reinforced thermoplastics (cFRTP)
play a key role here, due to their excellent density-specific stiffness and strength properties,
as well as their high specific energy absorption capacity. Further interesting advantages
such as short cycle times, recyclability, and welding capability make them suitable for
the large-scale production of safety-relevant structural components [1–4]. The virtual
prediction of their mechanical behavior in the finite element analysis (FEA) is an efficient
way of developing structural parts. Therefore, comparable and reproducible material
properties, especially for tensile load cases at high strain rates, are necessary. However, the
increased material complexity of these materials compared to isotropic materials and the
lack of uniform testing standards, particularly for material characterization at high strain
rates, are barriers to industrial application. Without standards, no uniform tensile specimen
geometry definition exists either, which defines the motivation of the following work.

The process of material characterization at quasi-static test speeds is well understood
in industrial applications. On the contrary, testing at higher rates of material deformation is
more challenging because of the material’s strain rate effects and a sudden load introduction
into the test specimen, often leading to invalid testing failures [5,6].

Based on the unitless displacement (strain), the strain rate defines the deformation
speed of a test specimen. This value is chosen as a comparative parameter for short-term
dynamic testing due to different tensile specimen lengths and deviating test velocities
between test machine and specimen. The strain rate

.
ε is defined as a time derivative

of the specimen’s tensile strain ε according to Equation (1). To estimate the strain rate
of rectangular specimens even before testing, the nominal strain rate

.
εnom is defined as
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quotient of the target test speed v0 and the free clamping length of the test specimen l0,
according to Equation (2) [7,8].

.
ε =

∂ε

∂t
(1)

.
εnom =

v0

l0
(2)

Quasi-static as well as high strain rate testing (up to 6000 s−1 in Split Hopkinson Bar
testing) are deeply investigated research areas (e.g., [9–12]). A gap appears in short-term
dynamic tensile tests on cFRTP materials in a medium strain rate spectrum (1 to 100 s−1)
for which only isolated preliminary work exists [6,8,13]. This strain rate area is addressed
in this work, forming the basis of a cFRTP test method necessary for material applications,
e.g., in the automotive sector [14].

Testing methods are developed based on scientific findings (e.g., Junginger [15]) and
are often transferred to procedural instructions and international standards. These guide-
lines, in combination with test specimen definitions for short-term dynamic tensile testing,
already exist for metals [7,16–18] and unreinforced as well as short and long fiber reinforced
plastics [19–21]. The specimen definition for strain rate testing of cFRTP is the subject of this
research. The actual focus in the literature is on composites with thermoset matrices. Table 1
summarizes different specimens with a dogbone (Fitoussi et al. [22], Todo et al. [23]), tapered
(Spronk et al. [8], Chen et al. [24], De Baere et al. [25], Gilat et al. [26]), and rectangular shape
(Hufner/Hill [27]). In comparison, not only the specimens’ shapes but also the dimensions
vary widely. The only commonality is the use of circle segments with radii r for implemented
geometry discontinuities (e.g., tapered sections or dogbone shape).

Table 1. Overview of specimen geometries for continuous fiber reinforced composites in the literature.

Author Material Geometry Radius
r/mm

Length
l0/mm

Width
b/mm

Width Change over Length
∆b/mm

Fitoussi et al. [22] CF-Epoxy Weave Dogbone 7 29 6 14
Spronk et al. [8] CF-Epoxy Weave Tapered 136.57 50 15.38 4.62
Chen et al. [24] GF-Epoxy Weave Tapered 76.5 80 13 7

De Baere et al. [25] CF-PPS Weave Tapered 1446 210 23.1 6.9
Hufner; Hill [27] GF-VE Weave Rectangular - 12.7 12.7 -

Gilat et al. [26] CF-Epoxy
UD/Cross-ply Tapered 12.7 34.925 3.2 9

For quasi-static tensile testing of cFRTP, the work of Schmeer et al. [28] shows the
advantage of a tapered specimen mid-section using a spline geometry instead of circle
segments, leading to low shear stresses in the tapered edge section and a valid specimen
failure without the use of end tabs. Based on this work, the specimen (TTS) is already
standardized in ISO 527-4 [5], but due to a free clamping length l0 of 200 mm, it is not
suitable for strain-rate testing with conventional high speed test machines. With a maxi-
mum test speed of 20 m s−1 (e.g., for servo-hydraulic test machines), a true strain rate of
100 s−1 cannot be reached using the TTS geometry (according to findings of nominal and
true strain rate deviation by Spronk et al. [29]).

Specimen geometries are developed by experiments and/or analytical, numerical
methods. An efficient tool for virtual shape optimization is the finite element method
(FEM) in combination with a metamodel approach. A metamodel describes the complex
relationship between input variables xk and output variables ŷ of a mathematical model by
function approximation without knowing the function a priori. An artificial neural network
can do this function approximation by the combination of neurons zi to a hidden layer,
as shown in Figure 1. To learn and describe the relationship between input and output,
a transfer function f of the neurons zi has to be defined. In different studies on industrial
optimization tasks, radial basis functions have proven themselves advantageous in terms
of accuracy and computation time. Such an artificial neural network is called radial basis
function neural network (RBFN) [30–34].
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Figure 1. Network of neurons zi of a single layer neural network.

The application of RBFN for geometry optimization of a tensile specimen is beneficial,
because the optimization of different dependent design parameters for reaching the goal
of a valid specimen’s tensile failure is complex. With design parameters as input values
and the specimen stresses as output values, the RBFN is an efficient way of solving this
design problem.

To evaluate specimen shapes with a geometry discontinuity in the form of a tapered
section, form factors are used. The best-known is the global form factor Ktg, defined as
the quotient of the maximum stress in the notch base σmax and the nominal stress in the
notch-free cross-section σN, according to Equation (3) [35]. Because the failure location often
does not correspond to the place of maximal stress for anisotropic materials like cFRTP,
Kremer/Schürmann [35] defined a local, layer-based form factor Ktl for composite materials
according to Equation (4). It is defined as the ratio of the maximum stress exposure fE in
the notched laminate layer i, in dependence of the notch’s orbital coordinate ϑ, and the
maximum stress exposure in the same layer of the laminate without any notch fE,free.

σmax

σN
= Ktg (3)

max
ϑ,i

(fE,i(ϑ))

max
i

(fE,free,i)
= Ktl (4)

max
ϑ,i

(fE,IFFi(ϑ))

max
i

(fE,FF,i)
= β (5)

Ktl does not indicate the resulting fracture type of cFRTPs (fiber failure or inter fiber
failure). Therefore, Schmeer et al. [28] define a local fracture type number β, based on
the ratio of the maximum inter-fiber failure (IFF) stress exposure fE,IFF and fiber failure
(FF) stress exposure fE,FF in the notched laminate layer according to Equation (5). β < 1
indicates the specimen’s fiber failure and marks, along with a low Ktl value, the key figures
in a successful tensile specimen optimization for cFRTP.

2. Materials and Methods

The optimization approach according to Schmeer et al. [28] uses a detailed cFRTP mate-
rial model for a precise specimen optimization. This research concentrates on a continuous
unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced polycarbonate (CF-PC-UD) tape material with a fiber
volume content of 44%. A CF reinforced thermoplastic is chosen as reference material
for the cFRTP material class in this work, being more brittle compared to, e.g., glass fiber
reinforced thermoplastics and therefore more sensible against notch effects. In addition, it
represents the material class due to its high tensile strength and stiffness (σ11 = 1400 MPa,
E11 = 105 Gpa), being most challenging in tensile testing. The CF-PC tape has a thickness
of 0.17 mm and is stacked to unidirectional (UD [0]6) and cross-ply (KV [0/90]3s) layups
manufactured to laminates in a hot-press process. The tensile specimens are extracted out
of the laminates by abrasive water jet cutting due to findings of Mischo et al. [36].

To reach a tensile strain rate of 100 s−1 by avoiding large test speeds, the free clamping
length of the ISO 527 [5] specimen needs to be reduced, making a new geometry and
especially spline function optimization necessary. By a conservative maximal test speed
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estimation of 10 m s−1, adjustable for, e.g., servo-hydraulic test machines, the maximum
free clamping length l0 is 100 mm (according to Equation (2)). Figure 2 and Table 2 show the
basic parameters of the geometry in a quarter-model representation. In the global coordinate
system of the specimen, with its origin at the crossing of the specimen’s symmetry axes, the
model length l is defined with 85 mm. This length contains two parallel alignment sections
lc = 5 mm at each end of the model. It is l < l0 to integrate a parallel specimen mid-section
for Young’s modulus measurement (evaluation area) after the optimization. The width in
the clamping area wc is set to 18 mm.
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Table 2. Parameter of the tapered tensile specimen and its Bézier curve control points.

Basic
Parameter

Parameter Value
(global)/mm

Bézier Point-
Parameter

Parameter Value
(local)/mm

l 85 b0
(
x0
∣∣y0

)
(0|0)

lc 5 b1(x1|y1) ( b1,x

∣∣∣b1,y = 0)
wc 18 b2(x2|y2)

(
b2,x

∣∣b2,y
)

wm 14–17 b3
(
x3
∣∣y3

)
((l/2) − lc

∣∣(w c − wm)/2)

For the optimization of the tapered section, the mathematical description of a spline
by a classical polynomial approach can be very complex due to the influence identifica-
tion of polynomial coefficients on the geometry. Therefore, the Bézier representation is
chosen, based on the work of Casteljau [37] and Bezier [38], for a parameterized descrip-
tion of freeform curves [39–41]. With this approach, a cubic Bézier curve (n ∈ [0;3]) is
fully represented by the definition of four supporting points bn with coordinates bn,x/y
(Figure 2). Table 2 indicates the coordinates of the four points in the model’s local coordi-
nate system with its origin in supporting point b0 (Figure 2). According to Figure 2, the
coordinates of the control points b0 and b3 are fixed in the local coordinate system and only
depend on the basic parameters. Moreover, a geometrically continuous spline connection
to the mid-section of the specimen is defined as optimization’s boundary condition to
impede any stress concentrations in the test material. This leads to a horizontal vector b0b1
(Figure 2) and a fixed coordinate b1,y = 0, reducing the optimization parameters to four
(b1,x, b2,x, b2,y, wm).

For the virtual optimization using FEM, the quarter-model representation of the
specimen is transferred to an implicit FE-model. The load is applied by a displacement in
global x-direction of the clamping area. It is set to reach fiber failure (fE,FF > 1) in the model.
The stress exposures are calculated using a subroutine based on PUCK’s failure model [42],
according to VDI 2014 [43]. In the FE-model, fE,IFF and fE,FF as well as the shear stress τ12
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along the tapered specimen edge are evaluated. The goal of the optimization is to minimize
τ12 in the tapered region preventing an inter-fiber failure and initiating fiber failure in the
mid-section for the measurement of valid tensile material properties.

The developed optimization procedure is shown in the flow chart in Figure 3. The blue
fields identify the optimization procedure followed by a verification step of the final geome-
try (green fields in Figure 3). After defining the optimization parameters, the iteration starts
with a parameter sampling of ten simulation points using a space-filling algorithm [44].
These simulations points, which represent geometry variations, are generated and calcu-
lated using FEM (marked in grey in Figure 3). With the parameters and calculation results,
a metamodel is built using a RBFN. Here, the optimization parameters define the input
values of the RBFN and the maximum shear stresses Max(τ12) the output values.
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The radial basis function f(r), according to Equation (6), is used as a transfer function
defined by the radial distance r between the values and the function’s center as well as
a shape parameter c:

f(r) =
√

r2 + c2 (6)

After fitting the transfer function, the optimization step identifies the global minimum
of the output values (objective function). If the iteration fulfills the termination criteria
(see Figure 3), a verification calculation is performed, otherwise the optimization continues
with another iteration, beginning with the next parameter sampling.

To evaluate the accuracy of the final metamodel, the coefficient of determination (R2)
as well as the root mean square (RMS) error is calculated. The RMS error is defined by
Equation (7), calculating the square sum of the difference between the predicted metamodel
response ŷi and the true FE-model response yi via the data points P:

RMS error =

√
1
P∑P

i=1 (yi − ŷi)2 (7)

For the experimental validation of the virtual optimization results at high strain-rates,
a servo-hydraulic high-speed tension machine (HTM) from ZwickRoell GmbH & Co. KG
(Ulm, Germany) is used. It is designed for a maximum test force of 160 kN and a maximum
test speed of 20 m s−1. The specimens are clamped using mechanical wedge grips and
the force is measured by a piezo-electric load cell (KMD 9071C, Kistler Instrumente AG,
Winterthur, Switzerland), calibrated to a force measurement range of ±50 kN.
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3. Results

In this chapter, the results of the geometry optimization are presented, followed by
the experimental validation results of the final tapered geometry.

3.1. Optimization Results

With the optimization procedure described above, several different specimen geometries
were generated. In the following, only the final, most promising design is presented. The
optimization of this geometry validly terminated after 50 iteration steps. The optimization
history (parameter results of previous iteration steps) is added as Supplementary Materials.
The results of the metamodeling are shown in two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional
(3D) plots of the output value (Max(τ12)) over the input values (b1,x,b2,x, b2,y, wm

)
in Figure 4.
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Each plot in Figure 4a–d depicts the values on the 2D cutting plane through the global
minimum of Max(τ12) of the five-dimensional metamodel. Max(τ12) shows a non-linear
dependency on all Bézier point coordinates with a calculated minimum at b1,x = 1.910,
b2,x = 17.813 and b2,y = 0.195. Only for wm, an almost linear τ12-dependency over the
considered parameter area (Table 2) is present. With increasing width of the specimen’s mid-
section, the maximum shear stress in the tapered section decreases. This is plausible due to
a smaller difference between clamping and mid-section following a reduced load diversion
in the specimen. Therefore, the minimum value in the parameter area wm = 17 mm is
chosen, resulting in a 1 mm width decrease over the specimen length. Figure 4e shows
the 3D response surface of the metamodel with its global minimum at τ12 = 31.78 MPa,
fulfilling the objective function with the parameters mentioned above. The accuracy of the
metamodel together with the summarized metamodel results are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Final optimization results after 50 iterations.

RMS Error R2 Objective Function Result Parameter Value (Local)/mm

1.29
(0.92%) 1.00 τ12= 31.78 MPa

b1(1.910|0.000)
b2(17.813|0.195)

wm= 17

R2 = 1.00 indicates an almost perfect model fit in Table 3. Together with low RMS errors
(absolute and as a percentage of the center of gravity of the regression line), a significant
metamodel and a precise parameter optimization can be confirmed.
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Figure 5 shows fE,FF and fE,IFF over the contour coordinate x of the tapered specimen’s
edge. From the clamping area (wc = 18 mm at x = 35 mm) to the specimen’s mid-section
(wm = 17 mm at x = 0 mm) fE,FF increases, reaching the failure threshold value (fE,FF = 1)
at the mid-section. In contrast, the IFF stress exposures do not exceed the threshold value
of one. fE,IFF forms an almost homogeneous plateau along the contour due to a successful
spline optimization. The analyzation identifies a clear fiber failure in the specimen’s mid-
section. Based on these stress exposures, the form factors Ktl and fracture-type numbers β
of the CF-PC-UD and -KV laminate layups are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 5. Stress exposure progression at the specimen’s edge of the optimized specimen geometry in
CF-PC-UD laminate.

Table 4. Form factor Ktl and fracture type numbers β for different laminate layups of CF-PC for the
optimized specimen geometry.

Laminate Layup Ktl/1 β/1

CF-PC-UD [0]6 1.46 0.52
CF-PC-KV [0/90]3s 1.10 0.28

The local fracture-type number β confirms the predicted fiber failure for both investi-
gated CF-PC laminates. It is visible that the FF-tendency for the cross-ply layup is lower
than for the UD-layup (βKV < βUD), based on the supporting effect of the 90◦ layers in
terms of load transfer in the cross-ply laminate. The same applies for the local form factor
(Ktl,KV = 1.10 < Ktl,UD = 1.46). With Ktl,KV = 1.10, the tapered section has a lower and tolera-
ble theoretical notch factor for composite cross-ply layups than other investigated specimen
geometries in literature [45,46]. For Young’s modulus measurement, a quadratic evaluation
area (17 × 17 mm2) is added in the specimen’s mid-section (Figure 6). This leads to a free
clamping length l0 of 100 mm, fulfilling the initial requirements to reach a minimum strain
rate of 100 s−1 at conservative test speeds of servo-hydraulic test machines.
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3.2. Experimental Validation Results

To prove the numerical optimization results, an experimental validation of the specimen
geometry is conducted, performing quasi-static tensile tests at a test speed of 2 mm min−1 (QS)
as well as high-speed tensile tests at 4000 mm s−1 (DYN). To compare the test results of the
tapered specimen (ZDG) to results of a rectangle reference geometry (ISO), specimens based
on the standard ISO 527-5 [47] are tested in addition. In Figures 7 and 8, the experimental
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mean curves (engineering stress-strain curves and their standard deviation based on at least
five valid test results) for CF-PC-UD and CF-PC-KV of both specimen geometries are shown.
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The derived tensile material properties (Young’s modulus and tensile strength) of
both laminates and specimen geometries are shown in Table 5. Due to the low standard
deviations (<10%, in relation to the corresponding mean values), the properties show
statistical significance.

Table 5. Experimental tensile material properties of CF-PC (KV and UD) using the optimized
geometry (ZDG) and a rectangular reference specimen (ISO) at a quasi-static (QS) test speed and at
4 m s−1 (DYN).

Test Speed Geometry Young’s Modulus/GPa Tensile Strength/MPa

Mean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Deviation

KV

QS
(3.33 × 10−5 m s−1)

ZDG 41.26 2.99 632.91 54.72
ISO 44.50 1.18 711.61 37.19

DYN
(4.00 m s−1)

ZDG 65.67 4.11 890.51 56.54
ISO 60.97 3.99 809.56 64.67

UD

QS
(3.33 × 10−5m s−1)

ZDG 94.28 3.08 1159.98 73.47
ISO 98.87 6.54 1338.15 95.12

DYN
(4.00 m s−1)

ZDG 92.73 8.54 1347.40 119.22
ISO 97.11 8.11 1329.94 138.22

4. Discussion of Experimental Results

The curves of the UD laminate in Figure 7 show no significant strain rate and geometry
influence in tensile strength. Due to the fiber dominated mechanical behavior of the UD
laminate loaded in the fiber direction, the results follow the strain rate independence of
carbon fibers seen in the literature [48]. For the additional 90◦ layers in the cross-ply
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laminate, the strain rate dependence of the thermoplastic matrix comes into play. Therefore,
an increase in tensile strength at elevated test speeds is present in Figure 8 and Table 5. The
strain rate effect on the tensile properties of CF-PC-KV leads to a modulus increase of 59%
and a tensile strength increase of 41% for the optimized ZDG geometry.

By comparing the test results of different specimen geometries at a quasi-static test
speed (QS), the rectangle specimen geometry (ISO) leads to a 12% higher mean tensile
strength than ZDG for CF-PC-KV. Due to a valid tensile failure mode of both test batches
(Figure 9), this indicates a stress concentration in the tapered ZDG-section. According to
Equation (3), an experimental Ktg,KV value of 1.12 is calculated for the optimized ZDG ge-
ometry. This number validates the theoretical Ktl,KV value of 1.10 in a good approximation.
Failure location and location of maximum stress (in the transition region of the parallel
mid-section) match in the simulation and experiment (Figure 9 batch ZDG-QS). The green
dotted lines in Figure 9 indicate the tensile failure locations of the tested specimens.
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In short-term dynamic testing (DYN), the previous geometry influence observation
on the tensile strength is reversed for CF-PC-KV. The optimized ZDG geometry leads to
a 9% higher mean tensile strength than the rectangular specimen (KV-DYN, ZDG vs. ISO,
Table 5). The reason is the invalid failure mode of all tested rectangular specimens (Figure 9,
batch ISO-DYN), in comparison to the valid specimen failure of the ZDG geometry in the
evaluation area (mid-section of ZDG-DYN in Figure 9). The red lines in Figure 9 show the
tensile failure locations of half of the tested ISO-DYN specimens directly at the end tabs.
These failures are invalid, according to ISO 527 [5]. All other tested ISO-DYN specimens
indicate a slipping out of the clamping (at shaded areas in Figure 9) due to a reduction in
clamping force, trying to prevent the failure in the clamping section.

This indicates that the clamping of rectangle specimens influences the material’s failure
stress in a greater manner than the tapering of ZDG specimens’ mid-section at elevated
test speeds. Due to these advantages of the new tapered geometry in terms of testability,
a low notch factor of 1.12 is tolerated. The measured value is closer to the true material’s
tensile strength of cross-ply laminates in short-term dynamic testing. For KV laminates,
the newly developed tapered specimen geometry ZDG leads to robust and reproducible
cFRTP tensile properties without using end tabs.
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For the UD-DYN specimens, the previous observations are confirmed (see results
in Table 5). The mean tensile strength of the rectangular specimens in the QS test state
is 15% higher than the measured mean tensile strength of ZDG specimens leading to
an experimental notch factor Ktg, UD = 1.15. With Ktl,UD = 1.46, the numerical material
model overestimates this value, but it is still higher than the experimental KV layup value
(Ktg, KV = 1.12), concluding a plausible result. At an elevated test speed (DYN), the mean
UD tensile strengths of the ZDG specimen are higher than the rectangular specimen value,
validating the dominant clamping influence for rectangle specimens in strain rate testing.
However, due to a high energy release of the UD laminates leading to complete specimen
failures (mixed FF and IFF) at the end of experimental tensile testing, the failure location
and mode for both UD specimen geometries cannot be precisely evaluated in this work.
Therefore, the validity of UD laminate’s tensile strength properties will be investigated in
a following study.

5. Conclusions

Within this work, a new tensile specimen geometry (ZDG) for short time dynamic
tensile testing of cFRTP was optimized. It is developed for a successful and robust cFRTP
material characterization at medium strain rates (1–100 s−1). By choosing a parametric
spline approach, the geometry was virtually optimized using a metamodel technique
to reduce shear stresses in the tapered specimen sections and offering a broader load
introduction area. The final geometry results in a 1 mm width decrease in the tapered
section and has a free clamping length of 100 mm (including a parallel section for Young’s
modulus evaluation in the specimen’s mid-section).

The experimental validation of the geometry indicates a robust and reproducible
failure behavior in the parallel mid-section when testing cFRTP cross-ply layups. All
tested tapered cross-ply specimens show valid tensile failure without applied end tabs
at quasi-static and high strain rates. In contrast, all rectangle cross-ply specimens fail
in the clamping area at elevated test speeds even with applied end tabs and a clamping
force adjustment. Their measured strength is lower compared to the tapered specimens,
meaning the clamping influences the failure stress more significantly than the tapering of
the mid-section. Due to these advantages of the new tapered geometry (ZDG) in terms of
testability, a low notch factor of 1.12 for CF-PC-KV is tolerable.

For CF-PC-UD, the ZDG specimen shows a slightly higher tensile strength than the
rectangular geometry at elevated test speed. That confirms the higher clamping influence
for rectangular specimens, compared to the notch effect of the ZDG geometry at elevated
test speeds also for UD laminates (experimental CF-PC-UD notch factor of 1.15). Unfortu-
nately, the validity of the failure mode is not as clear as it is for the cross-ply laminates.

Overall, the measured tensile strength values of the new specimen geometry (ZDG)
are closer to the true material’s tensile strength. For the KV laminate, the ZDG specimen
fulfills the goal of a successful cFRTP material characterization for strain-rate dependent
tensile properties.
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